
Bad CollaBoration is Worse 
than no CollaBoration

ost leaders believe that companywide 
collaboration is essential for successful 
strategy execution. Yet while some 

collaborative efforts achieve spectacular 
synergies, many actually backfire—wasting 
time, money, and resources. Why does this 
happen—and how can you avoid it?

In this frame-changing book, Morten 
T. Hansen argues that leaders sabotage 
themselves by promoting more collaboration 
in their organization. In their eagerness to get 
people to tear down silos and work in cross-
unit teams, leaders often forget that the goal 
of collaboration is not collaboration itself, 
but results. Leaders need to think differently, 
focusing on what Hansen calls disciplined 
collaboration. 

Collaboration distills more than a decade of 
field-tested research into a rigorous approach 
that helps managers separate good collaboration 
opportunities from bad ones. Drawing on rich 
examples from companies such as Hewlett-
Packard, Procter & Gamble, Apple, and BP, the 
book outlines proven techniques managers can 
use to achieve cost savings, better innovation, 
and increased sales. 

Deciding when to collaborate—and when 
not to—is the first critical step in disciplined 
collaboration. To master collaboration is to 
know when not to do it. The book highlights 
common collaboration traps that managers 
must avoid. Hansen also identifies four major 
barriers to successful collaboration—the “not-
invented-here” syndrome, hoarding, search 
problems, and transfer issues—and shows 
leaders how to spot them. 

Collaboration then outlines three strategy 
“levers” leaders can tailor to tear down these 
barriers:

o  Reduce motivational barriers and get buy-in 
toward a common goal

o  Encourage T-shaped management that 
rewards both independent results and cross-
unit contributions

o  Create nimble, not bloated, networks across 
the organization that deliver results

Through compelling examples that span 
business, politics, and history, Hansen tells 
intriguing tales of bad and good collaborations. 
Discover how Sony lost to Apple’s iPod; how 
governor Arnold Schwarzenegger changed from 
“terminator” to “collaborator”; and how barriers 
to collaboration added to U.S. intelligence 
agents’ failure to detect the 9/11 terrorist plot. 

Written by the preeminent voice on how to 
get collaboration right, this book will be the go-
to manual for leaders in business, government, 
and nonprofits on how to unify people to 
achieve great results. 

Morten t. hansen 
is a professor at 
the University of 
California, Berkeley, 
and at INSEAD, 
France. 
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“ Collaboration is not only highly informative, it provides clear recommendations for 
how to master the challenges leaders face today and make disciplined collaboration a 
powerful means to improve productivity. It’s an excellent example of how management 
research can lead to significant business value.” —léo apotheker, CEO, SAP  

“ Whether you’re shipping your first product or leveraging the scale of a global enterprise, 
Hansen understands that effective collaboration requires discipline and active 
leadership. His book highlights when and how to collaborate to drive better outcomes. 
Even more importantly, he identifies when and how not to collaborate. There are lessons 
in this book for every leader.”

—todd Bradley, Executive Vice President, Hewlett-Packard Personal Systems Group

“ For an innovation-driven company like Roche, collaboration is key. Without it, innovation 
hardly happens, but too much can easily kill it. Morten Hansen provides a hands-on 
framework for how to get the balance right.”  —seVerin sChWan, CEO, Roche Group

“ The term collaboration is often used, but seldom thoughtfully understood. Fortuitously, 
Collaboration arrives at just the right time to help leaders focus on the essential elements 
of effective collaboration, and offers a disciplined approach to harnessing the power of 
collaboration. In times as uncertain as those we face today, no leader can afford to ignore 
this well-timed perspective.”   —lynn Utter, President and COO, Knoll, North America 

“ Hansen has spent a lot of time studying organizational collaboration, and it shows. His 
disciplined and intriguing analysis throws up simple but critical guide rails for getting it 
right.” —sean Maloney, Executive Vice President, Intel Corporation

“ Teamwork, networks, and collaboration are all buzzwords of current organizational life, 
but when mismanaged, they consume resources, slow things down, and frustrate leaders. 
In this well-researched and informative book, Hansen illustrates both the pitfalls and 
potential of collaboration, and provides specific, actionable ideas to make effective 
collaboration the norm instead of the exception.” 

 —jeffrey pfeffer, Professor of Organizational Behavior, Stanford Graduate  
 School of Business, and author of The Knowing-Doing Gap
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For more information about this book, visit 
www.theCollaborationBook.com
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